Maintaining the Argo bibliographies
Current status of bibliographies

- **Argo in press**: bibliography containing submitted or in press articles that will likely be coming out soon
- **Argo bibliography**: bibliography containing peer-reviewed articles, books and theses that include Argo and Argo equivalent float data along with a few articles on floats that were precursors to Argo floats
Update for the past year

• 202 citations for 2010, 88 more than 2009
• Large increase partly due to:
  – 19 publications from OceanObs’09
  – Receiving more citations in languages other than English (22 from Japan, plus a few others)
• Argo in press page is growing thanks to more websites posting citations to in press articles
• Considering adding a link to journal articles when possible – would this be valuable?
How well do my searches work?

- Australia, France, India, Japan included lists of citations from their country in the past year in their national reports.
- Australia: missing 3 articles (Marine Ecology papers, Australian journal) and several books chapters in 2010.
- India: Had all 4 publications.
- Japan: missing 9 of 18 in English (8 OceanObs’09 plenary papers, 1 Science article).
- Good results for physical oceanography articles.
- Need to improve searches for other types of citations including books and non physical oceanography articles, specifically biological and chemical oceanography articles.
Updated method to citation searches

• Websites/databases searched:
  – Google Scholar (a major source now, especially since it can provide many types of citations and not database dependent)
  – American Meteorological Society (JPO, J of Atmosph & Ocean Tech, J of Climate, etc)
  – AGU (Geophys Res Lttrs)
  – Web of Science
  – Biological and/or chemical database
• Add any submissions authors or others send me
• Request submissions through the newsletter, email for national reports, and webpage itself
  – Received citations from some national reports which provide a good check as to how many papers are being found
  – Received citations from several authors this year (mainly US, French, and Japanese authors)